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NEWER EMPHASES IN JEWISH HISTORY

By SALO W. BARON

Some twenty-five years ago I had the honor of preparing an e
"Emphases in Jewish History" for the inaugural issue of this journ

essay began by quoting the truism that "every generation writes its ow

tory of past generations." Now a quarter-century later a new gener

historians has arisen which, of course, views history from some novel
Twenty-five years may not ordinarily be regarded as a full generat

according to the old adage that "war years count double," this pa
quarter-century, which witnessed such tremendous transformation

world history and Jewish history, may definitely be considered more
generation. Certainly, the destruction of European Jewry and the rise
State of Israel have opened the eyes of our contemporaries to many th

neglected facets and nuances in the lives of earlier generations. T

with the abandonment of some old, and the adoption of new, values th
forced many scholars to revise their historical approaches.

Broadened Geographic Horizons

The decline of Ashkenazic Jewry, resulting from the Great Catast

and the reawakening of many old Sephardi and Oriental communi
aroused renewed interest in the past destinies of these Jewries. Th
dispersal of many scholars would by itself have weakened their tr
concentration on the history of Jews in the German-speaking an
European areas. A few decades ago the output of east-central Euro
torians far outstripped, both quantitatively and qualitatively, that of

Jewish scholars combined. Though not entirely oblivious of what
in other lands-in fact, the histories of the Jews in France, Engl
United States and in the Middle-East countries owed a great deal
researches-the German, Polish and Russian Jewish historians, not
ingly, viewed all late medieval and modern Jewish history from a

centric or east-European-centered orientation. These characteristic app

1 Jewish Social Studies, I (1939), 15-38. Subsequently I discussed some further
that problem in "New Horizons in Jewish History," in Freedom and Reason:
Philosophy and Jewish Culture in Memory of Morris Raphael Cohen (Glencoe,
pp. 337-53. This publication, too, was sponsored by the Conference on Jewish So
235
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were transplanted even to other countries
born and trained in that old reservoir of
who, upon settling in a new country, bega

Jewish communities.

All that has changed in the last twenty-five years. True, the history of
the east-central European Jewries has not completely lost its attraction to the

older and younger scholars of our time, although the number of historians
intimately familiar with the east-European languages and cultures has greatly

diminished. The intensive research into the Great Catastrophe, now being
conducted especially under the auspices of the Yad Washer in Jerusalem, the
Yivo Institute for Jewish Research in New York and related groups in other
countries, has by itself not only kept alive Jewish scholarly interest in the
events of the years 1933-45, but has also brought forth a multitude of more
or less valuable monographs dealing with the whole history of the destroyed
local and regional communities. Other scholars, particularly those grouped
around the Leo Baeck Institute in New York, London and Jerusalem, have
helped revive the former concern for the history of the German-speaking

communities.2

However, the histories of other communities, too, have begun to come
into their own. American Jewish history, for instance, has emerged during the
last quarter-century as an independent, respectable discipline. Formerly written almost exclusively by amateur historians, principally lawyers and rabbis,
it revealed the characteristic filiopietistic attitude toward the early generations

of American Jews. Now it is widely recognized that the last century since
the Civil War is historically even more significant and that its far greater com-

plexities can be studied only with the more refined techniques of modem
historiography. The last quarter-century has indeed witnessed the publication

of a considerable number of histories of American Jewish communities, a
detailed examination of population and other sociological trends within Amer-

ican Jewry, more advanced approaches toward American Jewish biography
and so forth.3 American Jewish historical research has thus finally come of
age. Not quite on the same level yet, but nevertheless truly encouraging have
also been the incipient efforts to write carefully balanced histories, general as

2 Most of these monographs are listed in the comprehensive bibliographical series edited by
Philip Friedman and Jacob Robinson, the publication of which is now nearing completion.
See especially their Guide to Jewish History under Nazi Impact (New York 1960).
3 Suffice it to mention here the important monographs on the Jews of New York by Hyman
B. Grinstein and the De Sola Pools; of Rochester by Stuart Rosenberg; of Buffalo by Selig
Adler; of Utica by S. Joshua Kohn; of Charleston by Charles Resnikoff and U. Z. Engleman;
of Minnesota by W. Gunther Plaut; of nineteenth-century California by Rudolph Glanz; and

of Milwaukee the forthcoming study by Louis J. Switchkow and Lloyd P. Gartner. The pioneering work on American-Jewish demography, edited by Sophia Robison and Joshua Starr, was
followed by numerous local and regional surveys. Other aspects of Jewish sociology also made

considerable advances in the works of Marshall Sklare, Nathan Glazer and others. See also
my comments on "American Jewish History: Problems and Methods," Publications of the
American Jewish Historical Society, XXXIX (1960), 207-66.
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well as monographic, of Jewish life in Latin America, Canada

British Commonwealth countries.

Most dramatic has been the reversal of the traditional attitude toward

the more peripheral Mid-Eastern and North-African Jewish settlements.
part, this new concern for the smaller and long-isolated communities wa

owing to the growing interest of anthropologists and students of religion in

some "exotic" offshoots of world Jewry. To a larger extent, however, th

transformation came as a result of the new position attained by the Sephardi

and oriental Jews within the totality of Jewish life today and particular

within the rapidly expanding Yishuv in Israel. The ingathering of exiles whic

had begun long before the establishment of the new state but had receiv
unprecedented momentum in the last fifteen years, has brought togethe
within the boundaries of Israel descendants of the far-flung communities of

both East and West. Today almost balanced numerically, these major grou
have had to learn to live together and to understand one another also wit
respect to their historically deep-rooted mores and outlook.
Quite early, some Israeli scholars, particularly the former president

Israel, Yitzhak Ben-Zvi, had evinced deep interest in Jewish minority culture
Starting with the oldest, and in some respects, the most exotic minority, the
Samaritans, to whom he dedicated a number of important monographs, Be

Zvi enlarged the scope of his investigations to cover the various distant
branches of the Jewish people. Many of his essays relating to such distan
groups appeared under the title of Nidhe Yisrael (The Dispersed of Israe
both in Hebrew and in English.4 It was quite appropriate, therefore, that
special Institute for Research on Jewish Communities in the East, affiliat
with the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, came to be known as the Ben-Z
Institute. Directed by him, with the able assistance of its present directo

Meir Benayahu, the Institute had set for itself the task of gathering the scat

tered documentation, publishing a journal and numerous monographs in a

fields pertaining to the oriental Jewries. The publications hitherto issued hav
already greatly enriched our knowledge of the history not only of these r
mote communities but, indirectly, also of world Jewry.5 One may indeed look

forward to further studies of this kind helping to evaluate anew the who
course of medieval and modem Jewish history.

More recently there has also been an awakened interest in the histor
of Jews on the African continent, especially south of the Arabic-speakin
area which has long been part and parcel of the Mediterranean world an

thus an intrinsic ingredient of Jewish history. Until recently scholarly interes

Ben-Zvi, Yitzhak, Nidhe Yisrael (The Dispersed of Israel). (Tel-Aviv 1953): in the Engli
trans. by Isaac A. Abbaday, entitled, The Exiled and the Redeemed (Philadelphia 1957).
5 See the list of publications in the Studies and Reports of the Ben-Zvi Institute for Resear
on Jewish Communities in the East at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem since 1953; an
the recent pamphlet, Publications of The Ben-Zvi Institute (Jerusalem 1963).
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in African Jews was limited to a few trave

sizable community of Ethiopian Falashas

scholars like Joseph Halevy and Abraham F
interested in "redeeming" the contemporary
ness" than in general historical studies of th
torical research with respect to the entire
still is in its infancy, except for the histor
is more European than African in characte
have been made for a more intensive investig
between the Jewish people and religion and

In short, a mere glance at the histories wr
now or Margolis and Marx suffices to show h
historiography had been even during the inte

is simply no longer feasible today. Just as

written, as it used to be, principally in terms
Jewish historiography begun gradually to aba

on the traditionally narrow geographic ar

Mediterranean lands.

New Meaning of Heroism

Perhaps an even more far-reaching change in the appreciation of historic facts has come about through the new evaluation of the meaning of
heroism. Since ancient times Judaism, and following it its daughter religions

of Christianity and Islam, glorified religious martyrdom. Essentially introduced into human history by the Maccabean revolt, this emphasis was further

strengthened by the growing opposition of the Pharisees and the talmudic
sages to the Maccabean dynasty. Not the Maccabean warrior, but rather the
Maccabean martyr for the faith, was now remembered in Jewish and Christian

circles. The apocryphal story of Hannah and her seven sons outperformed
in the memory of men the warlike exploits of Mattathias and his sons. Ultimately, when the Talmud briefly discussed the festival of Hanukkah, the
original national liberation movement was almost forgotten and its place was
taken by the religious miracle of a small pitcher of oil keeping the flame
burning for eight days.
Similarly, the Christian faith originated with the crucifixion of Jesus and
the martyrdom of several apostles. What would have happened to the memory
of the Nazarene if, instead of meekly marching toward his doom bearing the

cross, he had stood up fighting and killed two or three Roman legionnaires
before being slain by a Roman spear? It was only because, through his own
excruciating martyrdom, he demonstrated the force of his own doctrine of
6See, for instance, the "Papers and Proceedings on the Emergence of New African States

and World Jewry, Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Conference on Jewish Social Studies

...June 7, 1961," published in this journal, XXIV (1962), 67-107.
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the meek inheriting the earth that he became the founder of a
religion. This fundamental difference between such readiness
religious martyrdom and the Roman principle of dulce et deco

patria mori, which stressed patriotic self-sacrifice on the battlefie

understood by the outstanding medieval Jewish philosopher of
great poet Yehudah Halevi, who wrote:

Christians do not glory in kings, heroes and rich people, bu
who followed Jesus all the time before his faith had taken firm

them. They wandered away, or hid themselves, or were kille

one of them was found, suffered disgrace and slaughter for the s

belief.... The light of God rests only upon the souls of the h

Halevi's contemporaries demonstrated by deeds what the p
sopher taught in theory. Living in the age of the Crusades, w
large-scale massacres of Jews in Christian Europe, these conte
outdid their predecessors in their readiness to sacrifice their li
religious ideals. When the Crusader mobs appeared before the

cities and besieged the Jewish quarters or the castles in which Jew
refuge, many of the latter, in order to avoid the temptation of
lives through conversion, introduced the system of preventive
tion as a testimony to their staunch adherence to their faith. Whi

suicide had already been performed by the last defenders of J
pendence in the aftermath of the war with the Romans, the m
and rabbis who performed the ritualistic slaughter on their friend
tives and finally on themselves were hardly cognizant of that mili
type but considered themselves as performing a purely religi
before the Lord. Curiously, the chroniclers of that period, who th
epic narratives of these sufferings tried to build the morale of th
Jews, hardly had an eye for the occasional armed resistance offere
coreligionists to their assailants. In fact, the remarkable episo
Jewish community staunchly resisting the attackers, slaying two
them, and thus averting the catastrophe, was deemed worthy
than a casual reference in the midst of these horror recitals. Th
of the city, given in the sources as SLA, has not yet been fully

What a contrast to our present day! Many of us have so com

the feeling for religious martyrdom that we evince total lack of com
for the meek surrender of most of the six million Jewish victims o

"final solution." We glorify, above every other phase of the great
uprising in the Warsaw ghetto. To a lesser extent we praise similar

in other communities and sing with deep emotional dedication

7 Yehudah b. Samuel Halevi, Kitab al-Khazari (Sepher ha-Kuzari), iv, 22, tran
Arabic with an Introduction by Hartwig Hirschfeld, 2d ed. (New York 1927).
8 On the various theories advanced concerning the identity of that town s
and Religious History of the Jews, 2d ed., Vol. IV, pp. 103, 291 n. 17.
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partisans. Why have the millions of othe
enough that their end had come, why did
of their barbarian assailants? These quest
and they so basically underlie much of th
tragedy of the nazi era that all sorts of e
this passive submission. To that extent ha
and Gentile alike, but also Jewish historio

ditional Jewish acceptance of the divine wil
victory of meekness and passive resistance.
Not that I wish to minimize the heroism

hopelessly against tremendous odds. Nor
of the Jewish partisans during the secon
combat an overwhelmingly powerful enem
lukewarm support from their fellow part

tions. Clearly, I too am a child of this age. A

against the hitherto dominant "lachrymo
a term which I have been using for more

felt that, by exclusively overemphasizing Je
total picture of the Jewish historic evolutio

badly a generation which had become im
endless persecutions and massacres.

However, just as we must not misunderst

psychology among the still predominant
European Jewish masses during the nazi

inherent tragedies of Jewish life during the

Our generation may celebrate annually th

the feast of national liberation and see in Judah Maccabee and his brothers

the heroic fighters for national independence, and yet we must recognize that

for two thousand years the Jewish people has kindled its Hanukkah lights
mainly in memory of the great miracle and the epochal religious event of the
"rededication" of the Temple in Jerusalem.

A more balanced view must also be taken by Jewish historians with respect to concerted Jewish political action. In the past, neither the need nor
the possibility of such action was fully understood. No crasser illustration need

be adduced than the earlier generations' lack of historic appreciation of the
few political actions of this type which had taken place in their lifetime. We

may recall how Ottoman Jewry, led by the distinguished members of the
House of Mendes, Donfa Gracia and Don Joseph, attempted to retaliate for
the burning of twenty-four Marranos in the city of Ancona in 1556. This
tragedy, occurring in clear violation of earlier privileges granted that community by the reigning popes, called forth not only the traditional poetic
elegies, some recited for generations thereafter in the local community on the
Ninth of Ab, but also a concerted effort to set an example that such barbarity
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should not go unpunished. Since Ancona happened to be the mai
the Papal States through which flowed much of that country's
trade, the Turkish Jewish leaders proclaimed a boycott on that

began diverting all shipping under their control to the neighboring

of Pesaro. This daring excommunication of the papal regime b
Jewry failed, partly because economic realities proved stronger

gical devotion, and partly because of the lack of unity characteristi
Jewry, then and later, with respect to united political actions.

Equally significant, however, is the reaction to these events on
of contemporary Jewish enlightened opinion and of later histor
Italy and in Turkey. A contemporary chronicler and eye-witness of

who devoted his remarkable Hebrew chronicle to the history of

persecutions inflicted by Pope Paul IV on the Jewish communities o

States, and particularly Ancona and Civitanova, went into grea
describing the legislative and administrative measures taken aga
religionists. He even departed from the accepted approach of J
torians before the Renaissance age and tried to understand the
of the papal administration and its background in the internatio

of the period. But in interpreting the cause of Jewish sufferings in

fell back on the traditional Jewish self-accusation, going back t
of the Israelitic prophets. He wrote:

Because of our numerous sins he [the pope] suceeded in t

under his feet the remnant of Israel living in exile under his rei
Lord has been contemplating its numerous sins and His heart had

hating His people. The latter's behavior had become overbeari

because of its wealth while it lived securely in its beautiful dwelli
and palaces, everyone going to his vineyard or field and carrying his
silver with him. But they forgot the Lord and did not set aside time

because of their wealth they neglected the Torah.

This eyewitness and fellow sufferer has nothing to say about the T
cott. Similarly, the historian Joseph ha-Kohen devotes but three
intervention of the sultan with the pope, brought about by the
of Dofia Gracia whom he admires, but assigns two pages to a de
the Jewish sufferings.9

Most remarkably, Joshua Soncino, a distinguished Constant
bi, who opposed the continuation of the boycott, argued against
ence being given to Pesaro, then under the duke of Urbino. He c
far "more serious" than the death of the twenty-four Marranos and
demnation of scores of others to galley slavery and total ruin
prank played by the duke's brother on the synagogue in Pesar
9Sonne, Isaiah, ed., Mi-Pavlo ha-rebi'i 'ad Pius ha-hamishi (From Paul IV to Pius V; a
Hebrew chronicle of the sixteenth century), (Jerusalem 1954), pp. 24 f.; Joseph ha-Kohen,
'Emeq ha-bakha (The Valley of Tears; a History of the Persecutions of Jews from 70 to
1575), ed. by Meir Letteris (Vienna 1852), pp. 117 ff.
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with a few other reckless Jew-baiters the

of law, dressed a pig in its mantle, and place
Since the duke had apparently allowed this

worse than the persecutors of the Ancona

"there is no greater insult to all of Israel [th
localities it is the custom of the whole world

Could one imagine in our own days the
a cemetery to be considered a greater tra

number of Jews? If I may indulge in a perso

after the Jewish Cultural Reconstruction
Hebrew scrolls of law from the nazi holoc
New York, I happened to attend the cerem
ments of the scrolls no longer usable for
been considered a major event in earlier c

hardly recorded in the daily papers and neve
was it stressed again in the ramified literatu

Of course, this transformation has tak

secularization of modem life and the specific
terns of thought by Jews which is character
contrast to Halevi's days the Christian world
querors and men of wealth above its saints

of the supreme sacrifice for patriotic and
the ideal of religious martyrdom among C
ography could only follow suit. The heroic
in 1948 has taken the place of the great re

the consciousness not only of the Israeli pop
Jewish youth the world over. Not surprising
have turned their main attention to the her

monwealths at the expense of the previou

Jewish middle ages and early modem times.
dispersion have likewise taken up the Jew

tionary armies, their political struggles f
ameliorate the fate of the workingman a
economic Jewish life. Yet it is to be hop
politics, economics and military affairs, h

well as psychological grounds, will not totall

the Leidens- und Gelehrtengeschichte wh

Jewish historical writing of the nineteenth

Jewish and General History

Another result of the expanding Eman
recognition that Jewish history cannot b

0 Soncino, Joshua, She'elot u-teshubot (Responsa),
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tie-up with general history. Long familiar to historians of ancient Is
the Second Jewish Commonwealth, who realized that the historic e
of a small country wedged in between the large empires of Egypt a
Fertile Crescent, and later part of the Hellenistic and Roman imperial s
could not be understood without that broader background of Midor Graeco-Roman history, this approach has long been neglected b
dents of medieval and early modem Jewish developments. Clearly,

of their minority status, the fate of the dispersed Jewish communities d
to an even larger extent on the propelling historic forces within the ne
ing civilizations or even on some specific developments within each regi
locality.

In part, to be sure, this "isolationist" approach to Jewish history was
occasioned by the practical consideration that the large majority of Jewish
historians had been thoroughly versed in Hebrew letters and, at best, possessed

some additional training in Semitic philology or general philosophy. Everybody believed that, once he could read a text correctly, he was fully equipped

for any historical or biographical reconstruction. Moreover, in the early
pioneering stages of the nineteenth-century "science of Judaism" much preliminary work had to be done in uncovering the numerous manuscripts still
hidden in archives and libraries, publishing them in careful critical editions,
and subjecting them to a thorough scholarly analysis. The work of synthesis,
when attempted by men like Heinrich Graetz, of necessity largely summarized
these newly detected sources and presented a comprehensive picture of the
inner Jewish developments as reflected in them. Only after this preliminary
ingathering of materials had been accomplished in the course of two or three
generations-of course, much extant documentation still remains unexplored
-was it possible to start integrating the information thus gained into the
fabric of the general western evolution, independently clarified by generations
of outstanding historians.
During the last few decades, these earlier trends were actually reversed.
To begin with, more and more students of Jewish history were now recruited
from professionally trained historians or social scientists, rather than theolo-

gians or philologists. Some of the shortcomings of modem Jewish historiography stem, in fact, from the relative unfamiliarity of some newer students
of the Jewish past with the Hebraic tradition and source materials. Many of
them resemble, at least in part, those numerous non-Jewish historians, going
back to Jacques Basnage, the great pioneer Huguenot historian of the Jewish
people of the early eighteenth century, who look at Jewish history from the
outside, rather than, as did most of their predecessors, as insiders with that

unconscious "feeling" for what was historically relevant to the past genera-

tions.

More fundamentally, the developments of the last three decades have
clearly demonstrated to Jews and non-Jews alike how dependent Jewish hisThis content downloaded from 128.230.69.19 on Thu, 29 Nov 2018 15:52:23 UTC
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tory has been on external developments.
German-Jewish scholars of the 1930's sug

been objects, rather than subjects, of their h
experience of the tragic fate of European Je
its control, has taught them, they believed,

the history of the dispersion have in the
such external forces. They readily overloo

mere objects of the general historical evolut

survived the successive waves of hostility

dubitable that a proper understanding of Je

interchange of external and internal fact

all Jewish history, particularly during the l
was essentially the resultant of conflicting

cases of great emergency, such as enfo

massacres, the resultant hewed more closely

and pacific times gave far more room fo

thus the resultant line came closer to the m
survive and the development of those inte
were to secure that survival. It has indeed become the task of the recent

generations of historians and those of the future to balance these external
and internal pressures against one another and thus to promote the deeper
understanding of the entire Jewish past. An incidental gain of this new approach will be the light which the specific Jewish evolution is able to shed on
general history as well, if viewed not from the traditional angle of the majority
peoples, but rather from the vantage point of a permanent minority.
In a recent paper,1l I have tried to illustrate the considerable difficulties
accruing to historians from this novel integrated treatment. This is a problem

not peculiar to Jewish history, but to all histories of individual peoples or
groups. One of the great difficulties confronting any genuine attempt to
write a universal history of mankind arises from the heretofore disparate interpretations of the various national histories by specialists in their respective
fields. It is a matter of record that when one studies, for example, the history

of the Napoleonic Wars from German and French textbooks one can hardly
recognize that one is dealing with the same facts. Russian history since the
Revolution of 1917, as described by Soviet scholars, bears little resemblance
to the same story narrated by western historians. In fact, sometimes the history of even so recent an event as the second world war written by communist

authors in Russia greatly differs, dependant on the time of its writing and

11 Baron, Salo W., World Dimensions of Jewish History (New York 1962) (Leo Baeck

Memorial Lecture 5); reproduced with some additional documentation in Simon Dubnow:
The Man and His Work, ed. by Alexander Steinberg (London 1962), pp. 26-40.
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publication.'2 A mere glance at the two editions of the Large Russi
pedia will clearly reflect the changing biases of the Communist Pa
the four and a half decades of its regime. For one example, the sto

and Judaism, given in its first edition of 1932 some one hun

columns of space with a fairly detailed review of many historic de
even if forced into the straightjacket of the materialistic conception
was reduced twenty years later to but four columns of rather hos
zations in the second edition.13

It is small wonder, then, that when the Unesco undertook
A Scientific and Cultural History of Mankind - it did not dare
far more controversial areas of political and economic history

against so strongly conflicting nationalist and ideological biases tha
ject has taken many more years than had been planned. Having had
of serving as Corresponding Member of that undertaking from its

I can testify to the editors' sincere desire to produce an impar
history of human culture, but the resistance of opposing tradit
overcome only by endless negotiations and compromises.

Even more disconcerting are the conflicting biases in the origi

themselves. Everyone knows how but partially true have been
communiques emanating from the headquarters of the Allied

armies during the second world war or, for that matter, from the
of opposing armies during any war. Apart from occasional outrigh
announcements often consisted of half-truths; they sinned particu

side of omission in periods of defeat. In the aforementioned pa

adduced the example of the sharp contrast between the Roman and
sources relating to the Great War of 66-70 C.E. and the Bar Kok

From the Roman standpoint, there hardly ever was a more gen

than Titus. Yet in the rabbinic sources this destroyer of the Jewis

rarely mentioned without the epithet ha-rasha (the Evil-Do
legend about his unnatural death is reported with great relish

Hadrian who, from the standpoint of the Roman Empire's melt

the great unifier and promoter of the advanced form of Graeco-R

zation, appears in the Jewish sources as a ruthless oppressor. His ou

12See McNeal, Robert H., "Soviet Historiography on the October Revolution
Forty Years," American Slavic and East-European Review, XVII (1958), 269
Matthew P., The Soviet History of World War II: Myths, Memoirs and Reali
1963).

13Dimenshtain, S., ed., "Evrei," Bolshaia sovetskaia entsiklopedia, 1st ed.,
XXIV, 13-121 (with other pertinent articles, ibid, pp. 122-65), contrasted wit
in the new edition, XV (1952), 377-79 (also 379-82). Soon after the publica

latter edition a Polish-Jewish communist, Michael Mirsky, courageously critici
in the Warsaw Yiddish paper, Folks Shtime of January 24-26, 1957. A compreh
of the difference in the treatment of Jewish entries in the two editions of th
is offered by Marc Jarblum in Le probleme juif dans la theorie et la pratique d
(Paris 1953), pp. 29 ff., 43 ff.
14 See the essay mentioned in note 11, pp. 21 ff. and 37 ff., respectively.
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circumcision, which he, however mistaken

the unity of Roman civilization and a barbar
incipient biological decline of the Roman p

in Jewish circles as an extreme attempt at

Jewish people and an instance of ruthless re

At the same time the Jewish sources, oth
himself to Gentile rather than Jewish aud
that in the midst of these protracted and
wars, these very emperors (including Titu
the preservation of the equality of rights of
The only punitive infringement of that equa
theretofore paid by all adult male Jews to
to be delivered to the Temple of Jupiter
reconstruction after a fire. But both Vesp
of the Great War rejected the requests of Al
tions that they use the opportunity of the J
equality of their Jewish compatriots. Nor

restrict the rights of Jews qua citizens, what
in the then highly checkered constitutional
the Empire.

A conscientious historian will, of cours

reports in the sources and offer a fairly imp

which may never satisfy a partisan, but w
closely objective historical truth. This is n
likely ever to achieve unanimous acceptan
general difficulty of all humanities and s
achieve perfect objectivity. Nonetheless a

imperative, if history is not to be turned in

Rising Antihistorical Trends

It is this very attempt at historical object

against the full acceptance of historical st
masses alike. Quite early in the developme
patriotic scholar like Samuel David Luzzat

confreres had been treating the Jewish past

antiquities of Egypt or Assyria, Babylonia

this conscious endeavor by Zunz, Geiger, and
dispassionately on Jewish history, approxi

the history of other ancient or moder n
advance in the science of Judaism. Needle

15Luzzatto, Samuel David, Iggerot (Letters), (Przem
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this ideal fully, but the very attempt at doing it was a rather revol
in the long run, healthy reaction to past precedents.

We witness today a resurgence of Luzzatto's complaint whi
new nourishment from the general, more practical reaction aga

toricism" of the nineteenth century. Some philosophers and sociol

ularly of the pragmatic schools, have felt that the overemphas
often yielded fruits of little value to contemporary action whi
them the main purpose of all studies. This approach found eve
spoken partisans among exponents of pure science who often st

history of science had little relation to their contemporary pursui
edge. They argued that, since theories regnant but ten years befor
quently thrown into limbo, one need not bother to find out what
scientific research hundreds or thousands of years ago. True, ev

and pragmatic philosophers have become somewhat more mode

years; they have come to realize that their present verities are no
nial than those of their predecessors. Hence some of them have

to the recognition that, by studying the various trials and err

generations and the gradual progress in the acquisition of human
they themselves might also achieve a more balanced view of th
ings at least in their broader universal implications.

Antihistoricism has been aggravated in the study of religion b
liar aspects of that discipline. We need not go into great length
these aspects for they have thus far affected historians and, there
newer emphases on history to but a minor extent. Suffice it to sa

that the problem of history versus faith, which has so deeply agita

theologians in recent generations, has also affected some thinki
students. True, the issue is not as burning in Jewish theology
theology of the New Testament. But the quest of some religiou
distinguish between pure historical truths and "meta-histori
truths could play havoc with even a modicum of historical objecti
researches.16

More immediately threatening, however, has been the ret
groups to the type of thinking dominating Jewish life in the
the rise of the science of Judaism. That thinking, characterize
stant reiteration of the old talmudic adage, Mai de-hava hava
was), now again questions the practical good which one migh
derive from the ascertainment of historical facts. A return to the
classical sources of either Judaism or Christianity, purportedly
more absolute truths of divine revelation, in contrast to the more

16 See my brief observations on "The Problem of Teaching Religion," Co

Today, Spring-Summer 1963, 25-27.
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truths of any historical research has bec

watchword of many neo-orthodox trends w

acy within Jewish, as well as Christian, t

generation despondent over the breakdown
hence urgently engaged in the quest for c
historicism doubly meaningful. However, si

new emphasis on history as such, it need
context.
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